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ABSTRACT

Background: A validated classification remains the key to an appropriate treatment algorithm of traumatic
thoracolumbar fractures. Considering the development of many classifications, it is remarkable that consensus about
treatment is still lacking. We conducted a systematic review to investigate which classification can be used best for
treatment decision making in thoracolumbar fractures.

Methods: A comprehensive search was conducted using PubMed, Embase, CINAHL, and Cochrane using the
following search terms: classification (mesh), spinal fractures (mesh), and corresponding synonyms. All hits were viewed
by 2 independent researchers. Papers were included if analyzing the reliability (kappa values) and clinical usefulness

(specificity or sensitivity of an algorithm) of currently most used classifications (Magerl/AO, thoracolumbar injury
classification and severity score [TLICS] or thoracolumbar injury severity score, and the new AO spine).

Results: Twenty articles are included. The presented kappa values indicate moderate to substantial agreement for

all 3 classifications. Regarding the clinical usefulness, . 90% agreement between actual treatment and classification
recommendation is reported for most fractures. However, it appears that over 50% of the patients with a stable burst
fracture (TLICS 2, AO-A3/A4) in daily practice are operated, so in these cases treatment decision is not primarily based

on classification.
Conclusion: AO, TLICS, and new AO spine classifications have acceptable accuracy (kappa . 0.4), but are

limited in clinical usefulness since the treatment recommendation is not always implemented in clinical practice.
Differences in treatment decision making arise from several causes, such as surgeon and patient preferences and

prognostic factors that are not included in classifications yet. The recently validated thoracolumbar AO spine injury
score seems promising for use in clinical practice, because of inclusion of patient-specific modifiers. Future research
should prove its definite value in treatment decision making.

Level of Evidence: 2.
Clinical Relevance: Without the appropriate treatment, the impact of traumatic thoracolumbar fractures can be

devastating. Therefore it is important to achieve consensus in the treatment of thoracolumbar fractures.

Lumbar Spine

Keywords: thoracolumbar spine, fractures, classification, clinical usefulness, reliability, AO spine, TLICS

INTRODUCTION

Thoracolumbar fractures are common injuries.
Without appropriate treatment, their outcome can be
devastating. Commonly, treatment decision is based
upon accurate radiological diagnosis and concomi-
tant use of a fracture classification system. Several
classifications have been introduced during the past
years. With the improvement of imaging (eg,
computed tomography [CT], magnetic resonance
imaging [MRI]), it has become possible to better
understand the pathology of the thoracolumbar spine

fractures, and to recognize fracture patterns. These

fracture patterns give insight into fracture morphol-

ogy, trauma mechanism, and determination of

stability, and have led to various classification

systems. Classifications aim to create a common

language with standardization and optimization of

treatment. Currently the most used classifications are

Magerl/AO and the thoraco-lumbar injury classifi-

cation and severity score (TLICS).1–3

AO classification is primary based on the

pathomorphological characteristics of the injury. It
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is often used for fracture classification, but does not
include a reliable estimation of prognosis for the
determination of the best treatment.1,2 In 2005,
Vaccaro et al initially developed the thoraco-lumbar
injury severity score (TLISS),3 which was slightly
modified to the TLICS in 2007.4 As the name
already states, this classification system includes a
scoring system based on 3 variables, with subse-
quent treatment algorithms. Recently, the new AO
spine classification has been published, which tries
to simplify the comprehensive Magerl/AO classifi-
cation and incorporates features of both TLICS and
Magerl/AO classifications.5,6 Table 1 shows a
description of the Magerl/AO, TLICS, and new
AO spine classification systems.

Considering the existence of various classification
systems, and the quantity of research that has been
done to classify thoracolumbar fractures, it is
remarkable that consensus about treatment is still
lacking. A validated classification of fractures
remains the key to an appropriate treatment
algorithm. In an attempt to achieve worldwide
consensus in the treatment decision of traumatic
thoracolumbar fractures, there is need for a
classification that should have 2 important charac-
teristics: (1) it needs to create a worldwide common

language concerning the recognition of injury types
(accuracy) and (2) the treatment recommendation
by the classification should be highly correlated to
the actual treatment (clinical usefulness).

For this reason, we have performed a systemic

review with the following research question : ‘‘In
traumatic thoracolumbar spine fractures, which
classification can be used best for treatment decision
making?’’ This question considered participants,

intervention, comparisons, outcomes, and study
design (PICOS). We looked for participants who
were treated for traumatic thoracolumbar spine
fractures. We compared the Magerl/AO, new AO

spine, and TLIC classifications with respect to
treatment decision-making. We defined the outcome
parameters, looking for accuracy (expressed in
interobserver and intraobserver validity and kappa

values) and clinical usefulness (expressed in the
sensitivity or specificity of an algorithm); these
parameters were the result of a systematic review.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A systematic literature review was conducted
according to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement

Table 1. Description of the Magerl/AO, thoracolumbar injury classification and severity score (TLICS), and new AO spine classifications.

Magerl/AO, 1994 TLICS, 2006 New AO Spine, 2013

Goal More comprehensive classification,
including all fracture types

Simplified classification and facilitating
treatment decision making

Allows for a development of a globally
accepted treatment algorithm

Combination of Magerl/AO and TLICS
Concept Primarily based on the pathomorphology

of the injury pattern
Treatment algorithm with point
allocation, based on
& Fracture morphology
& Neurological status
& Posterior-ligament-complex

integrity

Classification based on the evaluation of
3 basic parameters:
& Fracture morphology
& Neurological status
& Patient-specific modifiers

Distinction Three main categories of force:
& A-type: compressive force which

causes compression and burst
injuries

& B-type: tensile force which causes
injuries with transverse disruption

& C-type: axial torque which causes
rotational injuries

Further division into 9 groups, 27
subtypes, and over 50 specifications

Fracture morphology:
& Compression
& Translational/rotational
& Distraction

Neurological:
& Intact
& Nerve root
& Cord/conus medullaris
& Cauda equina

Posterior-ligament complex:
& Intact
& Injury suspected
& Indeterminate
& Injured

Fracture morphology:
& Type A: compression
& Type B: tension-band injuries
& Type C: translational injuries

Neurological status
& N0: intact
& N1: transient deficit, no longer

present
& N2: radiculopathy
& N3: incomplete spinal cord injury
& N4: complete spinal cord injury
& Nx: not able to evaluate

Clinical modifiers:
& M1: PLC integrity
& M2: patient specific comorbidities

(rheuma, ankylosing spondylitis etc)
Treatment
management

Classification contains no treatment
recommendation

Consensus in clinical application:
conservative treatment for A-type
(excluding burst), and surgical
treatment for B- and C-type fractures.

Treatment algorithm:
& Nonoperative 0–3points
& Nonoperative or operative 4–

5points
& Operative . 5points

Treatment algorithm (validated):
& Nonoperative 0–3points
& Nonoperative or operative 4–

5points
& Operative . 5points

Curfs et al.
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(PRISMA). The checklist of the PRISMA guide-

lines are attached in Appendix 1.

Search

With help from the medical research librarian

(M.H.) a comprehensive search of the English

literature was conducted using PubMed, Embase,

CINAHL, and the Cochrane Database. The litera-

ture was searched without any data limitations.

Search terms included ‘‘classification (mesh),’’ with

subsequent corresponding synonyms (ao spine, ao

classification, tlics, tliss, classification*, systematics,

taxonom*); and ‘‘spinal fractures (mesh)’’ with

subsequent synonyms (spinal fracture*, spine frac-

ture*, thoracolumbar fracture*, thoracic fracture*,

lumbar fracture*, vertebra fracture*, vertebral

fracture*). The full search process is shown in

Appendix 2.

Study Selection

All hits (PubMed: 1128, Embase: 2775, CI-

NAHL: 279, Cochrane: 134; in total 4312 hits) were

imported to Refworks. Two independent research-

ers (IC and MS) viewed all references and included

full text papers. In case of a difference of opinion, a
third author (PW) was consulted.

Literature was included or excluded based on the

following criteria. Inclusion: thoracolumbar frac-

tures; English language; analysis of AO, new AO

spine, TLICS or TLISS classification; measure-
ments: intra- and/or interobserver validity (kappa

values,) or clinical usefulness expressed in specific-

ity/sensitivity of an algorithm, or any other way the

applicability was scored. Exclusion: congress pa-
pers, instructional course lectures, reviews, cadaver

studies, cervical spine fractures, all other classifica-

tion methods except those mentioned in the

inclusion, children, osteoporotic or other patholog-

ical fractures, the expression of the clinical useful-
ness associated with treatment-related outcome.

The Prisma evidence based medicine checklist for

diagnostic articles was used for the qualitative

analysis. See Table 2 for the qualitative analysis of

the included literature.

Outcome Parameters

Accuracy is defined as the interobserver and

intraobserver reliability of the classification systems.
The reliability is expressed in kappa values, which

Table 2. Quality assessment.

Study

Classification Number

Study Design

Quality

TLICS/

TLISS AO New AO

Fractures

or Patients Observer

Patient

Selection Blinding

Level of

Evidence

Reliability
Oner et al8 x 60 5 Retrospective þ þ 4
Pishnamaz et al9 x 91 12 Case series þ þ 4
Kaul et al10 x x 50 11 Retrospective þ þ 4
Urratia et al11 x 70 6 Retrospective þ þ 4
Lenarz et al12 x x 97 3 Retrospective þ þ 4
Cheng et al13 x 109 6 Retrospective þ ? 4
Patel et al14 x 25 21 Prospective þ þ 3
Wood et al2 x 31 19 Retrospective ? þ 4
Whang et al4 x 25 5 Prospective þ þ 3
Park et al15 x 134 2 Retrospective þ þ 4
Kriek and Govender16 x 150 6 Retrospective þ þ 4
Kepler et al17 x 25 100 Retrospective, validity þ þ 4
Vaccaro et al18 x 71 5 Validity ? þ 4
Azimi et al19 x 56 2 Retrospective ? � 4
Reinhold et al5 x 110 5 Validity þ � 4
Harrop et al3 x 56 30 Validity ? ? 4
Vaccaro et al20 x 40 9 Validity þ ? 4

Clinical usefulness
Pishnamaz et al9 x 91 12 Case series þ þ 4
Vaccaro et al18 x 71 5 Validity ? þ 4
Andrei et al21 x 49 Retrospective þ � 4
Joaquim et al22 x 458 Retrospective þ � 4
Park et al15 x 134 2 Retrospective þ þ 4
Whang et al4 x 25 5 Prospective þ þ 3
Rajasekaran et al23 x 30 41 Retrospective ? þ 4
Harrop et al3 x 56 30 Validity ? ? 4

Abbreviations: TLICS indicates thoracolumbar injury classification and severity score; TLISS, thoracolumbar injury severity score.

Review on Classifications in Thoracolumbar Fractures
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are commonly used and accepted for the measure-
ment of data collection accuracy.24 As a summery
measure for the kappa coefficients, mean kappa
values were used. Some studies showed different
kappa values depending on level of expertise and
function of the observer. In that case we chose the
kappa values represented by the attending spine
surgeons, as these were most representative for
clinical decision making.

For clinical usefulness, we decide to focus on the
applicability of the current classifications. This is
quantified by the percentage of agreement between
classification recommendation and actual treatment,
and shows the correlation between classification
recommendations and decision making.

Statistical Methods

Pooling of data could not be performed, because
case cohorts and number of observers were too
variable in the included studies. As raw data were
not available, it was not possible to perform a meta-
analysis of kappa values.

RESULTS

Twenty-eight articles were selected for full text
rating. Four more were selected by cross reference.
After full text screening, the following 12 articles
were excluded. The full text article of Yacoub et al25

was not available. One article by Mirza et al26 was a
review of previous literature. Five articles were not
applicable to the research question of this review:
Salgado et al,27 Pizones et al,28 and Winklhofer et
al29 studied the influence of the MRI on the
classification system, instead of analyzing the
reliability of the classifications itself; Shen et al30

investigated the prognostic factors of failure of
conservatively treated burst fractures; and Pneumo-
ticos et al31 compared TLICS 1-3 and TLICS 4
conservatively treated thoracolumbar spine frac-
tures. Five articles contained subgroup analysis of
the same cohort published earlier (Joaquim et al
201432 presented the same cohort as Joaquim et al
201322; Ratliff et al33 and Raja Rampersaud et al34

performed subgroup analysis of the same cohort
published by Harrop et al3; and Sadiqi et al35 and
Schroeder et al36 had subgroup analysis of the
cohort studied by Kepler et al 17).

Seventeen papers were eligible for the first
subquestion regarding the interobserver and intra-
observer reliability. Eight articles could be used for

answering the second question, considering the
clinical usefulness of the classification methods.
The inclusion and exclusion processes are summa-
rized in the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1).

Reliability

Seventeen articles described the interobserver
and/or intraobserver validity of at least one of the
classification systems. The data for the interobserver
and intraobserver kappa values are shown in Tables
3 and 4 respectively. Regarding the proposed
guidelines of Landis and Koch,37 the kappa values
indicated moderate to substantial agreement (kappa
. 0.4) for all 3 classification methods.

A wide range of kappa values have been
described in literature. These values were influenced
by various factors, including the number of observ-
ers, cases and options, prevalence, blinding and
work-up bias. When taking that into account, all
current classifications had acceptable reliability.
Kappa values of the new AO spine classification
seem slightly better than the Magerl/AO classifica-
tion. In Figure 2 the mean interobserver kappa
values of the total TLICS score were expressed
against the number of observers. The larger the
number of observers (and cases), the lower the
kappa value. The study of Patel et al14 shows an
outlier with a mean interobserver kappa value of
0.51 in 21 observers. This is higher than expected,
but could be explained by the fact that the attending
observers had been involved in the development of
the TLISS system and that they had trained the
remaining observers on the use of the system. The
kappa values of the validity studies were slightly
higher than the kappa values of the independent
prospective cohort studies.

Clinical Usefulness

Eight articles were included with data concerning
the clinical usefulness of the classification methods.
Pishnamaz et al9 used the AO classification and
illustrated the treatment strategy depending on AO
fracture type. There was a large difference between
German and Dutch spine surgeons regarding
treatment of burst fractures (AO type A3). Whereas
in Germany 96.2% of the A3 fractures were treated
surgically, in the Netherlands only 41.2% of these
burst fractures were operated. They stated that
despite the internationally used classification sys-
tems, there is insufficient evidence to install a

Curfs et al.
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standard treatment algorithm for fractures of the

thoracolumbar spine.

Rajasekaran et al23 published their results con-

cerning the usefulness of the new AO spine

classification in 2016. Forty-one AO Spine members

classified 30 sets of images of patients with

thoracolumbar spine trauma of varying severity.

Cases were assessed independently and the reviewers

were asked to answer questions regarding fracture

classification, type of treatment, and need for

further investigations. The presented kappa values

were not correlated with the observers, but with the

diagnostics, as they were measured in plain radio-

graphs, CT, and MRI. Hence, these data could not

be included in the aforementioned reliability section.

However, they also looked for the decision on

fracture management. After the first assessment

with plain radiographs, 72% of the patients were

Figure 1. Prisma flow diagram: overview of inclusion and exclusion process.

Review on Classifications in Thoracolumbar Fractures
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indicated for surgical treatment. This percentage
increased significantly to 81.7% with CT images.
Additional MRI, however, did not alter treatment
strategy.

Six papers debated the applicability of the
treatment algorithm of the TLICS/TLISS system.
Vaccaro et al,18 who proposed the TLISS, showed in
their study in 2006 a . 96% agreement on the
treatment recommendation of the TLISS within a
group of 5 observers scoring 71 clinical cases.

Harrop et al,3 who were also part of the develop-
ment team for the TLISS classification, published
the results of 48 observers who assessed 56 cases.
They reported an agreement of . 90% among the
surgeons on the preferred management of the
fracture and the TLISS-graded management. In
2007, Whang et al4 presented validity data of the
assessment of 25 cases by 5 observers. They
distinguished between TLICS and TLISS, but did

not report any significant differences between these
2 (almost) equal classifications. A correct prediction
was achieved in . 90% of the cases, with a
sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 95%. In
2010, Andrei et al21 collected the data of a
retrospective surgical cohort and presented the
safety and applicability of the TLICS system.
Forty-nine patients were included. In 47 of the 49
patients (95.9%), the TLICS accurately matched

surgical decision making. There were 2 patients with
a TLICS score of 2 points who underwent surgical
treatment. Both patients were diagnosed with an L1
burst fracture without neurological injury. Opera-

tive treatment was recommended by the surgeon
because of concerns about the comminution and the
possibility of progressive deformity. In addition to
this study, in 2013 Joaquim et al22 performed an

analysis of a large retrospective cohort (N¼ 458), in
which 310 patients were treated conservatively; 99%
of these patients had a TLICS , 4. There were 9
failures, defined as patients that received surgical

treatment in a second stage. Three missed B-type
fractures required surgery because of progressive
deformity and severe pain. One patient needed
surgery after 6 months because of severe L5

radiculopathy (unknown if this was related to the
fracture). Five patients with burst fractures under-
went surgery because of persistent pain or progres-
sive kyphosis. Only 2 of these had pain

improvement postoperatively. Furthermore, the
author stated that of the 125 patients with burst
fractures without neurological deficit (TLICS 2),
96% were successfully treated without surgery. The

second group consisted of 148 patients who all
received surgical treatment. Twenty-four complica-
tions (16.2%) were reported, varying from instru-
mental removal and urinary infection to death (N¼

Table 3. Overview interobserver kappa values.

Study
Cases

(N)

Observers

(N) Diagnostics

Kappa Values

AO Classification AO-ABC AO-A AO-B AO-C

Oner et al8 60 5 X, CT, MRI .31 (.16–.50) .61 (.47–.86)
Pishnamaz et al9 91 12 X,CT .45

Lenarz et al12 97 3 X, CT .71

Wood et al 2 31 19 X, CT .475 (.39–.60)
Kriek and Govender16 150 6 X .403

New AO spine classification
Kaul et al10 50 11 X, CT, MRI .59 (6.01)
Vaccaro et al20 40 9 X, CT, MRI .64 .72 .58 .70
Reinhold et al5 110 5 X, CT .77 .81 .71 .81
Cheng et al13 109 6 X, CT .362 .385 .292 .552
Kepler et al17 25 100 CT .74 .80 .68 .72
Urrutia et al11 70 6 X, CT .62 .61 .57 .69
Azimi et al15 74 2 X, CT, MRI .88 (.8–.94) .86 (.83–.93) .89 (.84–.94)

TLICS/TLISS

Classification

TLICS

total

TLICS

Mechanism
TLICS

PLC

TLICS

Neurological State

Kaul et al10 50 11 X, CT, MRI .29 (6 .01) .43 (6 .01) .47 (6 .01) .85 (6 .01)
Lenarz et al12 97 3 X, CT .65 .66 .73
Patel et al14 25 21 X, CT, MRI .509 (6 .006) .636 (6 .04) .534 (6 .049)
Whang et al4 25 5 X, CT, MRI .455 .626 .447
Park et al15 134 2 X, CT, MRI .880 (6 .033) .966 (6 .024) .858 (6 .042)
Vaccaro et al18 71 5 X, CT, MRI .46 (6 .03) .57 (6 .04) .48 (6 .04) .93 (6 .02)
Harrop et al3 56 30 X, CT, MRI .2403 .2951 .3359 .935

Abbreviations: X indicates x-ray; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TLICS, thoracolumbar injury classification and severity score; TLISS,
thoracolumbar injury severity score. Overall kappa values .0.4 are bolded, as these indicate acceptable accuracy.

Curfs et al.
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1). Surgical treatment matched the TLICS recom-

mendation only in 46.6% of the cases. The 53.4%

mismatches were all stable burst fractures (TLICS

2). No details about complications or other clinical

implications in the subgroup of surgically treated

patients with stable burst fractures were described.

Recently, Park et al15 described a modified

TLICS score, and measured the clinical usefulness

of this modified TLICS and the original TLICS

classification. The analysis was performed on 134
fractures, and images were independently interpret-
ed by 2 observers. Thirty-one patients were treated
surgically. Two of these patients had a TLICS , 4
(6%) and 58% (n ¼ 18) of the surgically treated
patients scored a TLICS 4. Of the 103 conserva-
tively treated patients, only one scored TLICS 5 by
both observers.

In summary, literature concerning the clinical
usefulness of the classification methods is sparse.
Joaquim et al22 reported the largest series, in which
it appeared that over 50% of patients suffering a
stable burst fracture (TLICS 2, AO type A3/A4)
were surgically treated, and treatment decision was
based on other patient- and fracture-related factors,
mainly persistent pain and progressive kyphosis.

DISCUSSION

With the available literature, we would postulate
that the accuracy of all 3 reviewed classifications is
sufficient for use in clinical practice.2–5,8–20 Al-
though kappa values are in favor of the TLICS,
we also believe that the accuracy of the AO spine
classification is sufficient for use in clinical practice.
Since these classifications have a different design,
and the kappa values are calculated from different

Table 4. Overview intraobserver kappa values.

Study
Cases

(N)

Observers

(N) Diagnostics

Kappa Values

AO Classification AO-ABC AO-A AO-B AO-C

Oner et al8 60 5 X, CT, MRI .35
Pishnamaz et al9 91 12 X, CT —
Lenarz et al12 97 3 X, CT .70

Wood et al2 31 19 X, CT .63

Kriek and Govender16 150 6 X .334 (.18–.49)

New AO Spine

Classification AO-ABC AO-A AO-B AO-C

Kaul et al10 50 11 X, CT, MRI .61 (6 .13)
Vaccaro et al20 40 9 X, CT, MRI .85 (.75–.96) .72 .43
Reinhold et al5 110 5 X, CT —
Cheng et al13 109 6 X, CT .442 .485 .412
Kepler et al17 25 100 CT .81 (.32–1.0) .57 .43
Urrutia et al11 70 6 X, CT .77 (.72–.83)
Azimi et al15 74 2 X, CT, MRI .84 (.82–.91) .83 (.81–.88) .86 (.83–.92)

TLICS/TLISS

Classification TLICS total TLICS Mech TLICS PLC TLICS neu

Kaul et al10 50 11 X, CT, MRI .44 (6 .10)
Lenarz et al12 97 3 X, CT .65 .65 .72
Patel et al14 25 21 X, CT, MRI —
Whang et al4 25 5 X, CT, MRI —
Park et al15 134 2 X, CT, MRI —
Vaccaro et al18 71 5 X, CT, MRI .29 (6 .02) .33 (6 .03) .35 (6 .03) .91 (6 .02)
Harrop et al3 56 30 X, CT, MRI .429 .478

Abbreviations: X indicates x-ray; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TLICS, thoracolumbar injury classification and severity score; TLISS,
thoracolumbar injury severity score; PLC, posterior-ligament complex. Overall kappa values .0.4 are bolded, as these indicate acceptable accuracy.

Figure 2. Mean interobserver kappa values of the total TLICS score

expressed against the number of observers.

Review on Classifications in Thoracolumbar Fractures
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numbers of variables (more fracture morphology
options in the AO spine classification), it is difficult
to directly compare the kappa values of the TLICS
versus the AO. With interobserver kappa values of
0.36–0.77 for the new AO spine, and 0.24–0.88 for
TLICS management, they do not all reach the
kappa value of . 0.55, which is necessary for a
classification system to be clinically reliable, accord-
ing to Sanders et al.38 But in answer to that
criterion, Oner et al39 stated that this is too stringent
for assessing the reliability of a spinal fracture
classification system. As kappa values depend on the
number of options (fracture types), observers, and
cases, one could state that in studies with many
observers and many fracture types a kappa value of
, 0.55 may be deemed acceptable. Blinding of
observers regarding treatment decision and outcome
is important to have the lowest risk of bias in kappa
values. Therefore, study design is paramount. The
absolute kappa values found in the literature should
therefore always be seen in relation to the quality of
the studies, and numbers of cases and observers.

Although the research question regarding clinical
usefulness seems very important to understand
which classification can best be used in clinical
practice, it is by far the hardest one. Regarding the
clinical usefulness, scientific evidence remains poor.
TLICS is the only current classification system that
contains a point allocation with treatment recom-
mendation in practice.

Very often, treatment decisions are not based on
the classification alone. Current literature shows .

90% agreement for the quite obvious treatment
decision in simple compression fractures (conserva-
tive) and clearly unstable B and C type fractures
(surgical).3,4,18,21,22 However, in only 50% of the
cases regarding stable burst fractures (AO A3/A4
and TLICS 2), treatment recommendation of the
TLICS classification is followed by the surgeons, as
shown by Joaquim et al.22 Despite the evidence
considering the safety of conservative treatment40,41

and well-known negative clinical implications of
surgery (eg, complications, limitation in spinal
movement), in most patients with stable burst
fractures an operation was performed.

In 2016, Bakhsheshian et al42 published a review
of evidence-based management of stable thoraco-
lumbar burst fractures. They concluded that a high
level of evidence demonstrated similar functional
outcomes with conservative management when
compared with open surgical operative manage-

ment. However, some burst fractures treated con-
servatively had a poor outcome with progressive
kyphosis and persistent pain, which could be the
reason for uncertainty in the clinical management of
burst fractures.

For an appropriate treatment algorithm, the
prognostic factors responsible for worse outcome
of these burst fractures should be elucidated, which
we will discuss in the following sections.

However, next to prognostic factors, we should
be aware that differences in treatment strategies also
arise from other causes. These differences probably
start with a lack of a worldwide uniform accepted
definition of ‘‘right’’ or ‘‘optimal’’ care, as these
definitions are mainly opinion based. These opin-
ions are often formed by the surgeon’s culture and
skills and institutional possibilities. Additionally,
patient preferences and individual risk factors may
play an important role.

The Uncertainties Concerning Posterior-Ligament-
Complex Integrity and Burst Fractures

Burst fractures and the posterior-ligament-com-
plex (PLC) integrity remain the most important
uncertainties. Clarification regarding these parame-
ters would improve uniform decision. Schnake et
al43 and Leferink et al44 showed in their studies that
worse outcomes may be due to the fact that burst
fractures are actually missed B-type fractures. The
difference between burst and B-type fractures relies
on the integrity of the PLC. So, reliable assessment
of the PLC integrity is crucial in these cases.

Unfortunately, evidence about the role of stan-
dard MRI in addition to plain radiographs and CT
is contradictory. Oner et al,8 Salgado et al27, Pizones
et al,28 and Winklhofer et al29 presented results in
which MRI seemed to improve reliability and
influence treatment strategies compared to CT.
But Rajasekaran et al23 performed a study with
similar sensitivity for CT and MRI, and reported no
change in treatment decision after additional MRI.
This would indicate that plain radiographs and CT
suffice for classification and treatment decision.
Literature regarding the reliability of MRI in PLC
status resulted in fair to moderate kappa values
(kappa 6 .4),45 and demonstrated relatively high
negative predictive values and relatively low positive
predictive values for PLC injuries.46

Despite the controversial evidence regarding
MRI and PLC, agreement on the PLC status is
important, especially in burst fractures. We suggest
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in burst fractures routine MRI could be of
additional value. Without any edema in the PLC
on MRI, the integrity is established. But without an
additional MRI, it is probably safer to value PLC as
undetermined in most burst fractures, leading to
recommendation of surgical treatment.

Prognostic Patient- and Fracture-Related
Parameters

In addition to the PLC status, anterior commi-
nution remains an important risk factor for worse
outcome in burst fractures, although definite evi-
dence concerning its role is still lacking. Recently,
Spiegl et al47 discussed a key role for the interver-
tebral disc in determining the long-term clinical and
radiological outcome of burst fractures. Incorpora-
tion of the intervertebral disc pathology into the
existing classification systems might be a valuable
prognostic factor. In addition to these factors,
previous studies also stated that several other
parameters might influence outcome in thoracolum-
bar fractures. Shen et al30 published results of a
radiological and binary logistic regression analysis.
They showed that visual analog scale pain scores
and interpedicular distance could be significant risk
factors for failure of nonoperative treatment of
burst fractures. Furthermore, lower bone quality
and bone regeneration (eg, osteoporosis), higher
age, and fracture localization at the thoracolumbar
junction seem to be responsible for worse radiolog-
ical outcome.30,48

Clinical usefulness of the current classifications is
still limited as outcome is influenced by the above-
mentioned patient- and fracture-related parameters.
Including these parameters in future classification
systems may enhance prognostic value and thus
clinical usefulness of such classifications.

As an extension of the new AO spine classifica-
tion, Vaccaro et al20 recently introduced the
thoracolumbar AO spine injury score. This score
contains a treatment algorithm, not only based on
the classification of the fracture morphology, but
including a point allocation for neurological status
and patient-specific modifiers (eg, PLC status and
ankylosing spondylitis). In 2016, Kepler et al49 and
Vaccaro et al50 presented a validation study of this
AO spine injury score. In these studies, input from
surgeons worldwide was used to determine the
initial treatment recommendation.

In this respect, with the addition of patient-
specific modifiers, the thoracolumbar AO spine

injury score shows insight that other patient- and
fracture-related parameters are important in the
search for a worldwide applicable and accepted
classification and a treatment algorithm for thora-
columbar spine fractures.

CONCLUSION

Current TLICS and new AO spine classifications
have acceptable accuracy regarding their reproduc-
ibility, but are limited in clinical usefulness since the
treatment recommendation is not always imple-
mented in clinical practice, mainly in burst fractures.
Differences in treatment decision making arise from
several causes, such as surgeon and patient prefer-
ences, culture, and prognostic factors that are not
included in classifications yet.

The recently validated thoracolumbar AO spine
injury score including patient-specific modifiers
seems promising for use in clinical practice. How-
ever, we would suggest further evaluation of the
clinical usefulness of this score, and consider adding
more relevant parameters associated with a worse
outcome.
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Appendix 1. Prisma guidelines checklista

Section and Topic No. Checklist Item Page No.

Title
Title 1 Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both. Title page

Abstract
Structured summary 2 Provide a structured summary including the following, as applicable: background;

objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria, participants, and interventions; study
appraisal and synthesis methods; results; limitations; conclusions and implications of
key findings; systematic review registration number.

2–3

Introduction
Rationale 3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known. 4
Objectives 4 Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to participants,

interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS).
5

Methods
Protocol and registration 5 Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (eg, web address),

and, if available, provide registration information including registration number.
NA

Eligibility criteria 6 Specify study characteristics (eg, PICOS, length of follow-up) and report characteristics
(eg, years considered, language, publication status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving
rationale.

6

Information sources 7 Describe all information sources (eg, databases with dates of coverage, contact with study
authors to identify additional studies) in the search and date last searched.

6

Search 8 Present full electronic search strategy for at least 1 database, including any limits used,
such that it could be repeated.

6; Appendix 1

Study selection 9 State the process for selecting studies (ie, screening, eligibility, included in systematic
review, and, if applicable, included in the meta-analysis).

6

Data collection process 10 Describe method of data extraction from reports (eg, piloted forms, independently, in
duplicate) and any processes for obtaining and confirming data from investigators.

7

Data items 11 List and define all variables for which data were sought (eg, PICOS, funding sources)
and any assumptions and simplifications made.

7

Risk of bias in individual
studies

12 Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including
specification of whether this was done at the study or outcome level), and how this
information is to be used in any data synthesis.

6; Table 2

Summary measures 13 State the principal summary measures (eg, risk ratio, difference in means). 7
Synthesis of results 14 Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if done,

including measures of consistency (eg, I2) for each meta-analysis.
NA

Risk of bias across studies 15 Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative evidence (eg,
publication bias, selective reporting within studies).

6

Additional analyses 16 Describe methods of additional analyses (eg, sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-
regression), if done, indicating which were prespecified.

7

Results
Study selection 17 Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, with

reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally with a flow diagram.
8

Study characteristics 18 For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (eg, study size,
PICOS, follow-up period) and provide the citations.

Tables 3, 4

Risk of bias within studies 19 Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome level assessment
(see item 12).

9; Table 2

Results of individual studies 20 For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: (a) simple
summary data for each intervention group (b) effect estimates and confidence intervals,
ideally with a forest plot.

Summary; 9,
forest plot NA

Synthesis of results 21 Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence intervals and measures of
consistency.

NA

Risk of bias across studies 22 Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies (see item 15). 8
Additional analysis 23 Give results of additional analyses, if done (eg, sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-

regression [see item 16]).
NA

Discussion
Summary of evidence 24 Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each main outcome;

consider their relevance to key groups (eg, healthcare providers, users, and policy
makers).

13

Limitations 25 Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (eg, risk of bias), and at review-level (eg,
incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting bias).

14–16

Conclusions 26 Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and
implications for future research.

17

Funding 27 Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support (eg, supply of
data); role of funders for the systematic review.

NA

Abbreviations: PICOS indicates participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design; NA, not applicable.
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APPENDIX 2. SEARCH PROCESS

Searches were conducted March 16, 2017, on PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Database, and CINAHL.
PubMed: 1128 hits. See Table A1.

Embase: 2775 hits.

Table A1. List of search strings and hits.

Search No. Query Items Found

15 Search no. 10 AND no. 14 1128
14 Search no. 12 OR no. 13 17 811
13 Search spinal fracture*[tiab] OR spine fracture*[tiab] OR thoracolumbar fracture*[tiab] OR thoracic

fracture*[tiab] OR lumbar fracture*[tiab] OR vertebra fracture*[tiab] OR vertebral fracture*[tiab]
10 664

12 Search ‘‘Spinal Fractures’’[Mesh] 12 457
10 Search no. 7 OR no. 8 OR no. 9 818 927
9 Search ao spine[tiab] OR TLICS[tiab] OR ao classification [tiab] OR TLISS[tiab] 808
8 Search Classification*[tiab] OR Systematics[tiab] OR Taxonom*[tiab] 303 573
7 Search ‘‘Classification’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘classification’’ [Subheading] 606 407
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Cochrane: 134 hits.

CINAHL: 279 hits.
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